Abstract. We introduce the inverse annihilation and creation operators d-t and d t-t by their actions on the number states. We show that the squeezed vacuum exP(½ ~d .2 ] 10) and squeezed first number state exP[½~dt2]ln = 1) are respectively the eigenstates of the operators (dr-l d) and (dd t-1) with the eigenvalue ~.
Introduction
There are several representations of the harmonic oscillator states. The extensively studied states are the number states, the coherent states [ll and the squeezed states [2-6-1. The squeezed states are particularly important due to their potential application in noise reduction.
The number states are the eigenstates of the number operator dtd:
atdln)=nln), It is interesting to note that the ground state 10) corresponding to n = 0 is also a coherent state with ~t = 0. This state, also called the vacuum state, is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator d with eigenvalue zero. A unitarily transformed vacuum UI0) will then be an eigenstate of the unitarily transformed operator 0d0 t with zero eigenvalue:
OaOt(OIO>) = 0.
(1.3)
Here we have used the unitarity relati6n of the operator 0:
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If we choose 0 to be the displacement operator /)(a) = exp(aa t -a'a), we get the coherent state eigenvalue equation
(a-a)la> =0.
Similarly, if we choose 0 to be the squeeze operator S(o') = exp [½(ora t2 -or* a 2)I
( 1.5) ( 1.6) ( 1.7) (1.8)
we obtain (a coshr -a t e l~ sinhr) j or, 0> --0, where we have writtenq or, 0> for squeezed vacuum, i.e.,
Ior, O> = S(or) lO> (1.9) and or = rel¢.
While (1.6) can be expressed as the eigenvalue equation ala)= 0c[a>, we note that such a separation is not possible for (1.8) , where the operator could be made independent of the parameter or.
In this paper we aim to obtain a new eigenvalue equation for the squeezed vacuum which does not have the above mentioned limitation. Our motivation is, therefore, to look for an operator independent of or of which the state J or, O) is an eigenstate. In fact, we consider a slight generalization: In place of the usual squeeze operator (1.7) we let the exponential of a general quadratic [½(ora tz -or*a 2) + i~(at a + aat)'l act on to the vacuum. By making use of the normal ordered form of this exponential operator, we may express the state exp[½(oa '~z -or*a 2) + i/~(a* a + da+)]10> (1.11) in the form [7] (1 --[~[2)l/%xP(½~d*2)10 >, (1.12) with or --(Acoth A -2i//)' (1.13) where 22= (lot 2-4/~ z) and ~ is real. In § 2 we introduce the inverse operators a-t and d*-' and discuss some of the commutation relations obeyed by them. In § 3 the desired eigenvalue equation is derived and we show that the state (1.12) is an eigenstate of the operator (a*-'a). Also, we show that the squeezed first number state exp(~ ~a*')j n = 1 > is the eigenstate of another operator (aa t-').
Inverse operators
We introduce inverse of the operators a and a t by their actions on the number states In>. These operators a-1 and a t-' are defined as [8] Here 10) (01 is the projection operator on to the vacuum. We find that these operators satisfy the following commutation relations:
where k is any positive or negative integer.
The eigeavalee ~eatiea
As mentioned earlier, the squeezed vacuum [eq. (1.I 1)] may be expressed in the form:
We are, therefore, looking for an operator of which the state (3.1) is an eigenstate.
Since the generation of a squeezed vacuum is essentially a two photon process, we (3.8)
Hence, we conclude that the squeezed first number state, i.e., exp[½¢dt']ln = 1), is an eigenstate of the operator (dd t-') with an eigenvalue ~.
